
These pages provide a synopsis for each prospective Transition Stone - Stone name, site 

reference SR1, where found (and current location if different), carvings, “strength” of 

relationship between Pictish-Mithraic & Christian objects and - as applicable - proximity to 

water, whether in an open or raised area, any association with a Saint. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Alyth NO24NW 14 was dug up in the manse garden in 1887 and is now in the church porch. 
A simply carved Stone with designs in a style not seen anywhere else suggests local 
interpretation for the Z-Rod & Double Disc and tenon-footed Cross. It is near Alyth Burn. 
Ruins remain of a church which was built on the site of a sixth-century church dedicated to 
St Moluag (also known as Lugg, Moloc and other Irish and Latin names) who died in 592.  
Several churches were dedicated to this Saint in Pictland (particularly in the vicinity of 
Rhynie), Ireland and the Isle of Man. If the Stone was carved in St Moluag’s lifetime then it 
dates to the latter half of the 6th century. Not just a Transition Stone with implied 
acceptance of Pictish-Mithraic and Christian beliefs but also a location where the place of 
worship appears to have moved from outdoors to indoors. 
 
Fordoun, Auchenblae NO77NW 3.2 is by the Luther Water 
(aka River Luther).  It was used as paving in the old church 
and under the base of the pulpit of the 1788 church and is 
now in the vestibule of the new kirk.  There is “implied 
acceptance” of the Pictish-Mithraic (Z-Rod & Double Disc) 
and Christian (Greek style Cross) carvings. Beyond the 
belief purpose of the Stone there is a hunting scene and 
horseman with a spear, a fish monster, Ogham and text. 
St Palladius is regarded as the first Christian missionary to 
northern Scotland with a chapel which he built on a knoll 
in the mid-400s, later housing his relics. He preceded St 
Columba (who was in Scotland in the latter part of the 6th 
century). If the association with the Saint was in the 
Saint’s time then this tends to date the Fordoun Stone to 
the 5th century perhaps marking a relatively early attempt to transition from a Pictish-
Mithraic belief. Its geographically prominent location was probably significant not only in 
terms of belief (clear view to the sky and heaven beyond) but physically as a gathering 
place. 
With the Stone having spent so much time under and in churches at this site it arguably had 
no iconography that was a threat to Christian belief and maybe had been treated 
particularly positively because of the Cross on its surface.  

Set 1 - Stones within proximity of water and having an 
association with a Saint. 

Stone name By, in or 
near water 

In raised or 
open area 

Association 
with a Saint 

Alyth Yes  Moluag 

Fordoun Yes  Palladius 

Kingoldrum Yes  Medan 

St. Vigeans 1, 2, 4 
& 6 

Yes Yes Vigean 

Fordoun 



Kingoldrum NO35NW 3 is by Cromie Burn. It was found in the walls of the medieval church 
when it was demolished in 1840 and is now in NMS2. Typically the crescent shape is seen 
with the V-Rod representing the paths for the soul from and to heaven - the Crescent alone 
on this Stone is not a "strong" Symbol. With the Mirror representing the Zodiac and the 
Comb the steps from/to heaven, collectively the Pictish-Mithraic symbols are outside those 
usually seen on Class 2 Stones. On either side of the Cross are animals which have been 
described as serpentine-like with duck's heads and fish tails; the Stepped Rectangle has not 
yet been decoded. Altogether this Stone portrays more than an implied acceptance of two 
beliefs albeit executed in a not very well planned way compared with many other Stones. 
Relevance to St Medan is unclear (to the extent that there were male and female versions 
but in different time periods); there is a figure in a long robe sitting on a chair on this Stone - 
could this represent the Saint? Being found in the walls of a church suggests the 
iconography was not a threat in the context of the Stone in a place of Christian worship. 
With the lack of “key” Pictish-Mithraic Symbols it is either not a strong contender in having 
had a function to transition from one belief to another or the Cross had sufficient presence 
to overwhelm the preceding belief. 
 
 
St Vigeans 1, 2, 4 and 6 are the slabs and fragments from the old church site that have 
“belief” carvings variously with people, scenes and undecoded objects. St Vigeans Museum 
houses a collection of Stones from the site of an adjacent church on a glacial mound by the 
Brothock Water. The SR1 for the Stones is NO64SW 3. St Vigean (Latin Vigeanus) was St 
Feichin of Irish origin who died in 664). 
 

St Vigeans 1 Over its two main surfaces it 
has objects from Celtic, Pictish-Mithraic 
and Christian beliefs plus “non-belief” 
carvings including a hunting scene, a 
hooded figure and interlaced animals 
alongside the Cross; the boar and stag 
could be an overspill from the hunting 
scene. It is known as the Drosten Stone. 
Pictish-Mithraic carvings on this slab - the 
Z-Rod & Double Disc, Mirror, Comb and 
Crescent Alone - complement one 
another and Christian beliefs - e.g. travel 
of the soul and the hereafter. 
  

A clear contender as a Transition Stone between Pictish-Mithraic and Christian beliefs also 
with recognition of Celtic beliefs (rather than personal attributes) as represented by the 
eagle and salmon (wisdom and esoteric knowledge). 
 
St Vigeans 2 As with St Vigeans 1, the Z-Rod & Serpent, Mirror and Comb Pictish-Mithraic 
carvings on this slab particularly complement one another (from which many Pictish-
Mithraic beliefs can be explained) and also Christian beliefs - e.g. travel of the soul and the 
hereafter. The back is totally worn - there are no carvings. 
 



St Vigeans 4 Only small parts of this slab exist making analysis of its content difficult. 
However, sufficient material shows upper parts of a Cross and triquetra - a shape with Celtic 
heritage and the Christian "trinity" meaning. A very simple Double Disc symbol does not 
lead to any strong Pictish-Mithraic relevance. When there are other slabs whose carvings 
have readily identifiable Celtic attributes, Pictish-Mithraic carvings and Christian meaning 
the evaluation for this slab is not strong - but it does have justifiable elements for Pictish-
Mithraic and Christian beliefs. 
 
 
 St Vigeans 6 A very small fragment of a Stone with, on one side, the Double Disc elements 
quite clear and what looks like a short line that could be the central part of the Z. Sufficient 
carving is on the other side to suggest this was a Cross slab. There is also Ogham writing. 
Overall a location with several Stones, proximity to water with the glacial mound giving 
“presence”. Religious use of the area continued with a monastery founded in the 8th 
century.  
 

 

Observations on Set 1 

https://pictishsymbolstones.files.wordpress.com/2021/11/set-1-obs-23-nov-2021.pdf

